From 176 get off at the South street exit, turn West at Light, then make first left at next light. Follow curve to last building on the right. This is PENN TOWER and there is parking in the building. When leaving Penn Tower parking, you will be on 34th st (the hospital of the University of Pennsylvania should be across the street). Cross 34th st so that you are on the hospital side of the street. Facing the hospital, go left and walk down 34th st untill the second light. This street, (which looks like a drive way), is called OSLER circle. Make a right onto Osler circle. Go straight until the T intersection and make a left on CURIE blvd (nurses education building will be in front of you). Walk on the sidewalk on the right side of the street. The next building on your right will be STELLAR CHANCE. Enter the building and go up the staircase on your left. At the top of the stairs go left. You are now in BLOCKLEY HALL. Go straight until the end of the hall way where there are 3 elevators. Take the elevator to the 10th floor and go to room 1013. If you have any problems call 215-898-9665.